
PARTNER TEPEE ACCESSORIES



 

EXPRESSION 
OF YOUR 
PERSONALITY
Perfect for the busy family with a hectic life, 
the Partner Tepee offers fantastic practicality 
in a package that’s brilliant value too. Partner 
Accessories give you the opportunity to stamp 
your personality on your Partner Tepee. Whether 
you go for a DVD Player to keep the little ones 
occupied on long journeys, or add roof bars for 
that extra luggage - the choice is all yours. 

Whatever you choose, you can be certain 
that every item is designed to fit perfectly with 
your PeugeoT, so there's no compromise on 
quality. PeugeoT genuine accessories have 
been specifically produced by our designers and 
engineers for your Partner Tepee. Developed 
according to strict criteria of quality and safety. 
We also offer accessories to complement this 
range which have been selected by PeugeoT 
from the best suppliers.  

Contact your local PeugeoT Dealer for more 
information on our accessories range or visit 
www.peugeot.co.uk/accessories. 

The accessories marked with this symbol   
are certified "PeugeoT genuine Accessories". 
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 Brushed aluminium effect door sill protectors
Protect against scuffs and scratches with these hard-wearing polycarbonate door sill protectors.

 Black Centre Cap
(Supplied as a set of 4)

 Aluminium grey Centre Cap
(Supplied individually)

 Black leather gear knob 
with chrome insert

STYLE
Bring a touch of class to your Partner Tepee with our range of stylish accessories.
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 Managua 16”

 Twenty First 15”

 Jet 15”

Hubcap secure Storm grey

 Arenal 16”

 Jordan R 17”

Hubcap secure grey Spark

* Wheels sold without screws or centre caps.

ALLOY WHEELS
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Removable centre console
This removable centre console is ideal for customers looking for greater comfort and additional discreet 
storage space. easy and quick to fit.

15 Litre Isothermal compartment 24 litre Isothermal compartment Technature Kit

12 Volt Isothermal compartments
Available in a range of litre capacities, these thermal storage units will cool 15°C 
below ambient temperature. In heating mode contents are heated up to 55°C. It is 
held in place by either a lap or 3-point seat belt.

ADVENTURE IN COMFORT
We offer a range of accessories designed to further develop the interior of your 
PeugeoT Partner Tepee according to your storage needs and practicality.
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  Front wind deflectors
Increase ventilation into the cabin area 
whilst minimising wind noise and buffeting.

Removable ash tray and cigarette 
lighter

Coat hanger
This chrome effect coat hanger attaches 
to the rear of a front seat head restraint. It 
provides a convenient hanging space for 
jackets and coats low down where they can’t 
restrict your rear view vision.

  Rear side window sunblinds
Set of two folding rear side window 
sunblinds that reduce glare and help to keep 
the interior cool. Fixed in seconds and easily 
removed when not required. Supplied in a 
nylon storage bag.

  Rear side window sunblinds
Set of two folding rear side window 
sunblinds that reduce glare and help to keep 
the interior cool. Fixed in seconds and easily 
removed when not required. Supplied in a 
nylon storage bag.

  Blind for fixed rear screen
Retractable rear window sunblind that 
reduces the glare and helps to keep the 
interior cool.
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PROTECTION
Protect your PeugeoT Partner Tepee with a range of dedicated 
accessories that will preserve its aesthetics and increase its longevity.



 Styled mudflaps - front 

Pet carrier
For the safe and secure transportation of 
small animals.

 Boot Protector
A hard wearing waterproof cloth cover which 
offers maximum protection of the original 
boot carpet as well as the rear seat back and 
boot loading sill. Ideal for transporting dirty 
items such as muddy pets.

 Styled mudflaps - rear 

Dog guard
Making the carriage of canine passengers 
safer with this easy to fit and remove 
tailored dog guard.

Styled mudflaps
Designed to complement the lines of the vehicle whilst protecting the bodywork from damage that can be caused by road debris. 
Supplied in matt black plastic ready for fitting. They can be painted body colour for that extra special look.
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 Rubber Boot Mat
Designed to be easy to clean and contain any small liquid spills.

 Carpet Boot Mat
Designed to complement the interior carpet mat set.

Boot Bag
The perfect solution for organising all those items which are stored in 
your boot. Preventing them from moving around or getting damaged.

 Boot sill protector
Protect your vehicle from knocks and scrapes when loading 
and unloading objects and luggage from the boot. 
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Exterior protective cover
Protective cover manufactured from 
polyester cloth. For interior use only 
e.g. garages, underground parking etc.
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Snow chains and snow socks
essential for driving on fresh or 

compacted snow. 

High visibility vest, 
warning triangle and first aid kit

Be prepared for unexpected emergencies 
with our range of road safety accessories.

All items are available individually.

 Anti-theft wheel bolts
Reduces the risk of theft of both 

alloy and steel road wheels. 

 Front or rear parking 
sensors
To help you manoeuvre 
safely. The system emits an 
audible bleep when the car 
approaches an obstacle. 

1

1
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 Anti-intrusion alarm
Protection of the boot, doors 
and bonnet, plus ultrasonic 
protection of the passenger 
compartment.
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 Fog lamp kit
enhance your view of the road 
and improve your road safety 
at night and in bad weather 
with this fog lamp kit.
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Whenever you make a new purchase it is always important to protect it. 
Which is why we offer a full range of safety equipment designed to improve 
the protection of your PeugeoT against the risk of theft or intrusion.
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Child safety seats
A complete range of seats suitable for carrying children aged from birth to 10 years. All seats offer optimum levels of comfort and are tested 
and approved by PeugeoT. They also comply with the most stringent of safety standards including european approval regulations. 

Romer Baby Safe+
Group: 0+

Bulb box

Romer Duo+ Isofix
Group: 1

Romer Kidfix
Group: 2, 3

Kiddy Cruiserfix Pro
Group: 2, 3

Seat belt cutter / glass breaker (key)
Facilitates the exit of the vehicle in an emergency.
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 Cloth seat covers 

 Cloth seat covers

 Rubber carpet mat set
Manufactured from hard-wearing washable rubber.
Front and rear sets are available and sold separately.

 Standard carpet mat set

INTERIOR PROTECTION
Discover a selection of seat covers and carpet mats to preserve your PeugeoT Partner Tepee.
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TRANSPORT

 Roof rail cross bars
For vehicles equipped with 
longitudinal roof rails. Max permitted 
load 75kg evenly distributed.

 Roof bars
An excellent foundation for safely 
transporting large items. Max permitted 
load 100kg evenly distributed.

 

Ski carrier
A choice of ski carriers allowing the carriage of up to six pairs of skis. 
Can also be used to secure snow boards (depending on model).

Roof mounted cycle carrier
This single cycle carrier affixes securely to all PeugeoT roof 
bars. It attaches to the bike on each wheel and the frame, and is 
available in a choice of steel or lightweight aluminium construction.

 Longitudinal roof bars
These longitudinal roof rails not only add 
style but also the practicality of being able 
to carry loads. Max carrying capacity 75kg 
evenly distributed.

Luggage boxes
A practical solution to increase your Partner Tepee's luggage 
capacity.

To help your Partner Tepee fit your lifestyle, we offer a range of roof boxes and luggage carriers to help give 
you that extra bit of room when you need it. 
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 Monobloc Ball Tow Hitch
This detachable tow hitch is designed for 
towing a trailer, boat or caravan.

 De-mountable swan neck tow bar
For those customers wanting a neater 
installation, the lockable swan neck tow ball 
assembly can be quickly and easily removed 
when not in use.

 Tow bar mounted cycle carrier
This “hang-on” style cycle carrier is mounted on the tow bar 
and attaches securely to the tow ball. For the carriage of up 
to four cycles. This product must be used in conjunction with 
a rear lighting board which is available and sold separately. 

 Set of two interior roof bars
Set of two interior mounted bars that are 
ideal for carrying valuable items securely 
inside the vehicle. Max permitted load 20kg 
evenly distributed.

 Fixed swan neck tow bar
Designed specifically for the Partner Tepee 
model range, all our tow bars are engineered 
and tested to the highest standards. 
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DVD Player
Twin DVD player kit with 7” screens. Compatible with MPeg4/CD, audio/CDR/CDRW/MP3.

everyone is on board? A long drive is looming? DVD players and 
other multimedia devices can now help to enhance your journey. 

MULTIMEDIA



Multimedia headrest support
This support mounts onto the front seat headrest posts and is 
compatible with most DVDs, Netbooks, mini PCs and iPads. It’s the 
perfect practical touch allowing your rear seat passengers to keep 
themselves entertained.

 Tetrax Xway support
A discrete fixing bracket that will securely hold an electronic mobile 
device. Compatible with most mobile phones, Smartphones, gPS 
systems and MP3 devices.

Integrated Bluetooth® hands-free kit
Designed to be used with the Bluetooth® compatible phones. These 
hands-free phone kits offer call pick-up, hang-up and voice dialling 
where supported by the handset.

TomTom portable navigation system
The very latest in portable navigation from TomTom. No set-up or 
subscription charges – simply plug in, switch on and go. These smart, 
easy-to-use navigation units come pre-loaded with uK and Western 
europeans mapping*, and include a screen mount and in-car power 
lead. entering address details could not be easier
thanks to the touchscreen operation and
postcode navigation. 

* Dependent on model

DVD player with swivel screen 7 "
Compatible with MPeg4/CD, audio/CDR/CDRW/MP3.
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peugeot.co.uk/accessories

Dealer Stamp

The information and images in this brochure are based on the most current data available when going to print. 
As part of a policy of continuous specification improvement PeugeoT Motor Company PLC reserves the right to 
modify the specification of our goods and to discontinue any item, without notice, at any time.

Please note that current print and photographic techniques do not allow us to faithfully reproduce the full depth 
and tone of the colours in this brochure.

The vehicles illustrated in this brochure are presented with added options and accessories.

This brochure is designed to provide general product information and is not a contractual document or offer of sale.  
For current information please contact your local PeugeoT Dealer.

The details in this brochure cannot be reproduced without the express authorisation of PeugeoT Motor Company PLC.
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August 2015
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Pinley House, 2 Sunbeam Way,
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